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Background
To date there have been over 250,000 cases of, and
4,900 deaths from COVID-19 in Ireland(1). Several SARSCoV-2 vaccines have now been developed. A large
international survey showed 71.5% of the general
population would accept a COVID-19 vaccine(2). Earlier
studies had suggested that people living with HIV
(PLWH) were not at increased risk of severe COVID-19
infection(3, 4), but more recently larger cohort studies have
suggested otherwise(5). Given the potential for increased
severity of infection in PLWH, achieving a high rate of
vaccination in this group is important. Our survey aimed
to assess the level of vaccine acceptability among
PLWH.

Results

Conclusion

48 people responded to the survey. 45/48 (93.8%) indicated they were either
completely or somewhat in agreement with receiving a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine,
with the remaining 3/48 (6.2%) in some or complete disagreement. Similarly,
46/48 (95.8%) were in some or complete agreement with government
restrictions. 45/48 (93.8%) also indicated that they accepted the annual
influenza vaccine. Given the small numbers of participants who indicated they
would not accept a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine there were no statistically significant
associations between this view and the other measured characteristics. While
not specifically recorded, we estimate approx. 200 patients attended the clinic
during this time giving an approximate response rate of 24%.

This survey demonstrates an overwhelming level of
acceptability of COVID vaccination among our cohort at
93.8%, which is considerably higher than that found in
surveys examining the general population. A potential
limitation of the study is the risk for sampling bias, and
those people more likely to accept vaccination may have
been more likely to respond to the survey. Nevertheless,
the results are encouraging for the success of the vaccine
rollout among this patient population.
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Please let us know your level of agreement with the following statement: "If a
COVID-19/SARS-CoV-2 vaccine is proven to be safe and effective and is
available to me, I will take it."
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